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Abstract

Security is currently a major concern of Information Sys-
tems (IS) and it is generally recommended to take care of
security at the early stage of IS development. That’s why re-
quirements engineering process seems to be a good step to
handle security. In the IT security engineering domain, risk
management is one of the most efficient tool, because it per-
mits to compare security needs and costs of security mea-
sures. We propose to match some requirements engineering
approaches with risk assessment approaches, to deal with
IT security of an IS. The aim of this work is to provide some
tools and methods to support handling of security during
the first stages of a system development. A modeling frame-
work is a cornerstone of such an approach.

1. Introduction

As well as they increase their importance in the business
domain, Information Systems (IS) need currently more and
more security, due to the number of attacks. Today, secu-
rity is no more a desirable quality of IT systems, but a re-
quired compliance to international regulations. A number
of technical answers are available in response to IT security
issues. Each of these technical answers has its own level
of protection and, also, its own cost. Therefore, one of the
challenges is to determine the most suitable compromise be-
tween the level of security achieved and its associated cost,
to obtain the best ROI (Return On Investment). This com-
promise should be based on the correct evaluation of the
IT risk, which is usually defined by a threat and a vulner-
ability, with their associated potentiality, and its impact on
the business assets of the organization. So it is necessary to
adapt the security measures, depending on the risk and its
associated components.

The analysis of risks in terms of the links existing be-
tween the business assets of an organization and the tech-
nical aspects associated with its IS, seems to be best suited
for the application of a Requirements Engineering (RE) ap-
proach.

2. Problem statement

One of the main key to a good alignment between busi-
ness domain and security of IT structures, is to keep the
focus on the assets of the business.Assetsare anything that
has economic value for the organisation and that are central
in the realization of business objectives. Figure 1 shows dif-
ferent kinds of business assets in the financial domain. For
example, information business assets are customers’ name,
address and phone number. The process of account man-
agement is a core activity of a bank. Business assets are
also knowledges such as the ability of doing relevant eco-
nomic analysis. Otherwise, we are calling IT assets those
IT processes and resources of the IS and its environment,
linked to the business assets. They are often considered as
the ”mirror” of the business assets, because many business
goals are achieved with assistance of the IS. For example, IT
assets are the banking application, managing customers’ ac-
counts, and the customers’ data, stored in a database and on
a server. People encoding data are also considered as IT as-
sets, because they are part of the IS environment and essen-
tial in a good account management. IT assets are therefore
the IS components (or its environmental ones) needed to be
secured, in order to ensure the achievement of the business
objectives.
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Figure 1. Risk management concepts
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risks. Note that our work only focuses on risks targeting the
IS, other risks like financial risks (investment) or organisa-
tional ones (hiring of a CEO) are out of the scope. Risk is
most often defined by three components :

Risk = Threat * Vulnerability * Impact

In other words, risk is characterized by the opportunity of
exploiting one or multiple vulnerabilities, from one or many
entities, by a threatening element using a method of attack,
causing an impact on business assets. Figure 1 shows the
links between risk components and assets. Vulnerability is
a characteristic of the IT system and threat targets the IS, but
the impact is reflected on the business of the organization.

A lot of work has already been done in the context of risk
management and particularly risk analysis, which is the ac-
tivity of analysing threat, vulnerability and impact on each
component of the system. We can cite some methods based
on risk analysis:

• OCTAVE [9], from the USA, developed by the
Carnegie Mellon University

• MEHARI [8] from CLUSIF1 and EBIOS [7] from DC-
SSI2, two french methods

• CRAMM [11], developed in the UK

Some risk management methods are most focused on secu-
rity requirements and control selection, for a standard level
of protection :

• BS7799-1:1999 Information Security Management -
Part 1: Code of Practice for Information Security [3] ;
a british standard, also declined in the ISO 17799 norm

• IT Baseline Protection Manual [10] from BSI in Ger-
many, even specifying security control implementation

These methods are applied in a bottom-up manner, used
once the architectural design has been defined. This allows
only an ”a posteriori” approach of IT security, resulting in
a gap between security requirements and business security
needs. Our view is that an ”a priori” approach of security
engineering, based on risk management, could improve IT
security.

3. Proposed theory

As exposed in Section 2, a lot of work has already been
done in the risk management domain, particularly with in-
dustrial methods and norms. But there is a mismatch be-
tween security methods and IS system development. Our
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aim is to handle security in the first steps of IS design, dur-
ing the RE stage.

Risk management methods are considered as semi-
formal and are often a good process for a risk assessment.
But the product of these methods is informal, most often in
natural language, thus creating a gap in automation, evolu-
tion, monitoring or traceability of risk management. The
aim of the research is then to provide a layer of formalisa-
tion in the products of risk management.

3.1 Security engineering approach

The proposed approach links first business assets with
security engineering. RE is the fitting domain for linking
business assets, driven by business goals, with the security
engineering domain (Figure 2). On the other side, architec-
tural engineering is the domain linking IT assets, included
in the IS architecture, with security engineering. The ob-
jective of security engineering is, as already explained, to
mitigate risks by providing security requirements.
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Figure 2. RE and Architectural Engineering in
the IS design process

The tools used for reasoning about requirements and
architectural engineering is respectively architectural and
business modeling. Models provide the basis for formal-
isation, documentation and evolution. Our approach will
be however more focused in the RE domain represented in
Figure 2, i.e. making the link between business assets over-
seen by business goals and security engineering used for
mitigating risks. RE approach considering security will be
presented in the next section, most of them improved by
modeling.

3.2 Related Work

The RE community has started to be aware of the prob-
lem of security in the last years and a lot of security RE
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approaches have been developed.

• Extensions of UML, especially of the Use Cases mod-
els, were proposed to model security aspects, such as
Misuse Cases [12] and Abuse Cases [13]. CORAS
UML profiles [5] are also considering security risk as-
pects.

• Problem Frames decomposition of Jackson deals with
security, with the Abuse Frames proposal [14].

• The i* framework [17] was developed for the modeling
and analysis of organizational environments and their
IS. Some security applications of the framework were
studied [16] and an extension for handling risk issues
was developed [1].

• The KAOS approach [6] has specialized the goal
analysis technique to critical system engineering (e.g.
safety critical systems), which is adapted for securing
critical business assets. Another goal-oriented model-
ing framework is the NFR framework [15], handling
security as a class of non-functional requirements.

The preceding methods and techniques will be investi-
gated and enhanced according to the research objectives.
Risk management methods presented before are also natu-
rally a source of interest for the research work.

3.3 Expected outcome

Despite many approaches were developed in the domains
of risk management and security RE, few approaches inte-
grate the two aspects. The PhD work will first pursue the
objective of identifying the IT security and risk manage-
ment concepts needed to enhance the RE process. It will be
then necessary to identify the RE methodologies best suited
to integrate the previously identified concepts, for handling
IT security as early as possible.

Once all of this preliminary work is done, it is necessary
to develop models and methodologies to deal with security
and risk management in the early steps of an IS develop-
ment. A modeling framework seems to be best suited to for-
malize and exploit these elements. As explained before, be-
ing not only a support for analyze and reasoning, it also per-
mits some improvements like (semi-)formalisation or trace-
ability. But it seems unnecessary to completely redesign
a new modelling framework, as improving an existing one
with risk management concepts should be more relevant.
The focus will be more on assets identification and business
modeling (i.e. the RE side of Figure 2), but the link with
architectural modeling is necessary to complete the process
of IS design. A study of existing security standards and
references (ISO 15408, ISO 17799, NIST and CERT doc-
uments. . . ) to extract technical and organisational require-
ments can also improve the method, by providing security

measures to mitigate the risks, as the outcome of the secu-
rity engineering process.

The development of a prototype supporting the overall
approach is finally considered. Automation and deliver-
ables produced by the process are thus a main part of the
expectations and the prototype should be fulfilling them. A
case study is then necessary to experience and validate the
work.

The improving of such a method, apart from managing
security during the first steps of software engineering, is the
claim of risk management constituted by the models. More-
over, as already mentioned during the introduction, models
can help system designers and managers to improve the ROI
of their IS security. Despite the fact that the study will not
provide some quantitative method for calculating ROI, hav-
ing a clear view of assets and safeguards linked to them
helps practitioners to deal with security costs.

4. Progress

This project research deals with two major scientific do-
mains: RE and risk management. The first step was to do a
state of the art of these domains. We studied the most used
risk management methods (security experts estimate there
is more than 200 risk management methods, so an overall
study is inconceivable). The RE domain, being very large
and varied, we tried to focus only on our main interests.
We investigated mainly the goal-oriented, security driven
or business modeling RE approaches. This work of bibliog-
raphy is still in progress.

As exposed in Section 3.2, some contributions were very
close to our approach, but the bibliography denotes that no
current work is able to tackle every part of our problem. We
are currently interested in collecting some worthwhile RE
approaches and try to merge them with risk management
methods.
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